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October 3, 2020 
 
 
Dear Telluride School District Families,  
 
I am so impressed by this amazing community.  We are dealing with incredible challenges, and grappling with 
decisions that we cannot possibly all agree on, but everyone continues to come to the table to listen to each 
other and work together to find collaborative solutions.  People keep saying to me that they are sorry I had to 
come here in the middle of all this, but the truth is that I feel so fortunate to be here in Telluride and would rather 
be here dealing with this pandemic than anywhere else.  And while I wish I could be in classrooms and around 
students more than in my office and in meetings dealing with logistics, I am able to quickly absorb the positive 
energy of teaching and learning with the opportunities I get.  If there is a silver lining to the periods of remote 
learning we have had to endure, it is the renewed pleasure of being together in school. 
 
I will provide updates on many of the issues and decisions from last week’s letter as concisely as possible: 

• Halloween:  The Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment issued guidance this week on 
Halloween (https://covid19.colorado.gov/halloween-tips-and-tricks) that includes following local and 
state group size restrictions.  Based on this we will not be able to hold our annual Halloween parade this 
year.  We will still celebrate Halloween in our schools in smaller cohort groups. 

• Intentional 100% Remote Learning around the holidays:  At a well-attended District Accountability 
meeting last Monday (THANK YOU!), the prevailing sentiment was that we should not make any decision 
for intentional remote learning, at least this far in advance.  The TSD COVID Task Force met on Tuesday 
and came to the same conclusion, so no formal recommendation will be made to the Board of 
Education at this time.  We will continue discussion on the topic at future meetings, and observe our 
metrics in the meantime. 

• Travel Quarantine Requirement and TSD COVID Matrix:  At our Tuesday meeting, the TSD COVID Task 
Force also drafted a revision to the Matrix which will be recommended to the Board of Education for 
approval on October 20.  This revision includes linking the Travel Quarantine Requirement to the Matrix, so 
that when our metrics are low, the Travel Quarantine Requirement would be loosened, but if our metrics 
should rise we would utilize the Travel Quarantine Requirement as an additional layer of safety. 

• Ski PE:  This was also discussed in detail at our District Accountability meeting.  The prevailing sentiment on 
this issue was that while everyone values Ski PE as an integral part and huge asset of our community, if the 
logistical challenges of this year are too much we should put it on the shelf for one year only and focus on 
all the other educational challenges we are faced with.  No final decision has been made yet as we are 
continuing to assess the issue.    

 
San Miguel County’s 14-day Positivity Rate is now at 1.3%, and the 14-day Incidence Rate is now at 48.9 per 
100,000 people.  The CO state Ro is at 1.01.  These metrics match our current Yellow Phase of learning.  To see our 
matrix, go to:  http://tellurideschool.org/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4072017/File/COVID/TSD_Matrix_2020-08-14.pdf.   
To see the Positivity Rate and Incidence Rate on the newly revised Sam Miguel County Dashboard, go to: 
https://sanmiguelco.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/56e682135d1d4128bee1a0426aed1d10 
To See Ro, go to: https://rt.live/us/CO 
 
Please see the chart below for a summary of our TSD staff COVID testing: 

Testing Round #of test results reported # of positive results 
Baseline (8/19-8/20) 137 0 
Round 1 (8/31-9/11) 148 0 
Round 2 (9/14-9/25) 149 0 
Round 3 (9/28-10/9) 71 so far 0 

https://covid19.colorado.gov/halloween-tips-and-tricks
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As noted in a message I sent out Thursday night, Zoe Gillett has been selected as the TIS Interim Principal 
(Congratulations Zoe!).  Here is some additional information on the process: 

• Six applicants applied for the position while the application window was open (one was submitted later 
and not considered). 

• Of those six applicants, the Interview Committee chose to interview four candidates. 
• One of those applicants had previous public-school principal experience, one is a current assistant 

principal, and two (including Zoe) are current classroom teachers.  All have completed programs in 
Educational Leadership. 

• Zoe’s combination of previous administrative experience in a Dual Immersion International School, deep 
understanding of teaching and learning, familiarity with our school and community culture, and extreme 
enthusiasm made her stand out as the top candidate. 

 
We have been notified that, due to federal funding, all children can receive a school lunch for FREE through 
December 31st.  What this means: 

• All Telluride School District kids can receive a FREE school lunch through December 31, 2020. 
• All meals charged to your child’s account between August 24 and September 30 will be reimbursed back 

into your child’s account. 
• If you have questions, please contact Stacey Wright at swright@telluride.k12.co.us or 970-369-1205. 

 
We have a significant inventory of KN-95 masks that are available for any student who would like one.  For any 
family/student who is interested, please contact your teacher or school office. 
 
While I have highlighted the fact that we have had extremely low Positivity and Incidence Rates in our schools 
and community for several weeks, that also causes concern that as individuals and a community we will become 
complacent in our diligence.  The guidance and public orders remain that masks should be worn at all times 
when indoors in public places, and outdoors in public when a distance of six feet cannot be maintained.  Please 
remember that we all have an obligation to follow these guidelines so that together we can keep our community 
metrics low and keep our schools open.  Numbers are increasing around us, and we are moving further into the 
cold/flu/strep season which combined with COVID protocols challenges our ability to keep our schools open.  
We are counting on everyone to help by being as safe as possible.   
 
Thank you, 

 
John Pandolfo 
Superintendent 
jpandolfo@telluride.k12.co.us 
970-369-1213 
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